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 Chapter 1

    The light plane came out of its turn on to a straight and level course.

"Drop point coming up, gentlemen," said the RAF sergeant at the door.

Richard Blade ran his hands expertly over his parachute harness and gear, completing the final check
by touch alone. Then he stepped forward to the door, getting a clearer view of the gray and green hills
of Yorkshire crawling past a few thousand feet below. Behind him he heard the other two jumpers
getting to their feet.

All three were experienced parachutists, here on the Parachute Brigade's jump range for a five-jump
refresher course. One was a Royal Marine Commando, a major or senior captain, Blade suspected.
One civilian, with an old face and a young body, probably Secret Service. And Richard Blade. He had
been a crack agent for the ultrasecret intelligence agency M16 for some years. Now he was-

The drop light above the door flashed on. The sergeant gave Blade a thumbs-up signal. Blade stepped
forward, bracing himself for a moment in the doorway while the air rushed around him at a hundred
miles an hour. Then he spread out his arms and sprawled forward into thin air, in the apparently
ungainly posture of the experienced skyjumper.

The roar of the plane's engine died away. Now Blade heard only the whisper of the air around him as
his speed built up. He stayed spread-eagled and kept his eyes on the green hills below. They were
coming up at him fast.

Blade's hand closed on his D-ring. At one thousand feet he pulled hard on the ripcord. He heard a
rushing sound as his parachute streamed out. Then he felt the familiar bone-jarring jerk as it deployed
above him and his free fall came to an end.

The ground was still coming up to meet him faster than he liked to see it. But the light ground wind
was just enough to send him over the crest of one hill and on down the far slope. His feet struck short
thick grass, still slick with dew, and went out from under him. He went down onto the seat of his
pants, twisting and rolling as he did to spill air from the parachute. He rolled a good way down the
slope, picking up bruises even through his padded jumpsuit, before the big nylon canopy flopped down
on some bushes.

Blade rose to his feet, gathered in the parachute, and scrambled up to the top of the hill to look for the
other two jumpers. He could see both of them, both obviously down safely. The Royal Marine had
landed on the edge of a small grove of trees. The Secret Service man was climbing out of a pond, his
khaki jumpsuit now dark and sodden with water.

The light plane was coming back now, flying low over the three jumpers, waggling its wings in answer
to their waves. Close behind it was the helicopter that would pick them up and take them back to the
airstrip for their next flight and jump. It reached Blade first and circled around him twice, the
rotorwash kicking up a spray of pebbles, twigs, and dead leaves. Then it drifted down to hang in the air



 
over him. Blade threw in his parachute, gripped the handholds on either side of the door, and swung
himself into the cabin.

The crew chief leaned over and shouted in Blade's ear as he stood up inside the vibrating, rattling
cabin. "Message just arrived at base for you, Mister Blade. You're to report to your London office at
ten A.M. tomorrow. File Acorn."

"Thanks."

Blade sat down on the metal bench at the rear of the cabin and began unlacing his jump boots. In his
mind the message was echoing so loudly that for the time being it drowned out the noise of the
helicopter.

Ten o'clock tomorrow morning, in London, and File Acorn. That meant starting back tonight, as soon
as the day's program of five jumps was over. Too bad. He'd planned to stay overnight at a little
country inn about, six miles down the road from the jump range. He'd stopped there on the way up and
had good memories of the food. He'd also noticed a particularly elegant young brunette staying there,
apparently unattached. He'd had notions of finding out if she was still there, actually unattached, and
possibly receptive and congenial. One more opportunity stamped out by his duties!

They were very special duties. The Royal Marine might serve England by leading fighting men ashore
on hostile coasts. The Secret Service man might serve England by ferreting out her enemies' secrets or
quietly eliminating her enemies' spies.

Richard Blade served England by traveling into unknown Dimensions.

Four men alone knew the whole secret of what he did. There was Blade. As far as anyone knew, he was
the only human being who had ever traveled into Dimension X and come back alive and sane.

Blade didn't get puffed up over this. In fact, both he and the others who knew what Project Dimension
X was all about and how dangerous it was would have cheerfully used a dozen different people if they
had that many. They looked for them, too. They had looked long and hard. They were still looking. But
so far all they had was Blade. He was a natural adventurer, who personally didn't mind at all living
dangerously. But for England's sake it would be far better to have a dozen people than just one. One
man's luck would sooner or later run out, and his death would bring Project Dimension X to a
screeching halt.

Worrying about that was the job of the other three men. There was Lord Leighton. The computer that
hurled Blade into the unknown was his creation. His hunchbacked, polio-twisted body held one of the
finest scientific minds and one of the worst tempers in England.

There was J. He had been and still was the head of MI6. He had seen Blade's perfect blend of physical
and mental qualities while the younger man was still at Oxford. Over the years he had seen Blade go
off on one dangerous mission after another, first all over the world and then all over other worlds as
well. It was never easy for him, and never would be. As a professional spymaster, J was a lonely man,
and Blade filled the place of the son he had never had.

Finally, there was the Prime Minister. He sat very much in the background, accepting the miracle that



 
was Project Dimension X, protecting it, financing it, helping it in a thousand and one absolutely
essential ways without making any pretense of really understanding it. The Prime Minister was a
politician, but he was also an honest man, and he was just as devoted to England as Blade, Lord
Leighton, or J.

So they made a good team. They were an unlikely quartet of miracle workers. But they were also a
successful one, in a deadly business where success was all that mattered.

"File Acorn" was this month's code word for another trip into Dimension X. Tomorrow at ten o'clock
in the morning Blade would be far below the Tower of London, wired into Lord Leighton's mammoth
computer, ready to be fired off into the unknown.

Blade's mind was so occupied with what would be happening next morning that he hardly noticed the
helicopter's landing. He only came fully alert again when the sergeant tapped him on the shoulder.

"Mister Blade, sir-time for the next go-round."

"Thanks, sergeant."

Blade stood up and started shoving his equipment into its carrying bag. As the helicopter's rotors
whined and whispered down into silence he jumped down onto the grass of the landing pad. At the far
end of the runway the little high-winged jump plane was banking in for a landing. Sunlight sparked
and glinted off its wings. The sun was fully up now, and the last traces of mist and dew were rapidly
vanishing. It was going to be a beautiful day for jumping.

It was also going to be a day for keeping his mind on the job at hand, and not on what was going to
happen tomorrow. It would be bloody silly for him to rack himself up doing something he had done
sixty or seventy times!



 Chapter 2

As always, the underground corridor seemed to stretch out for an empty, echoing, gleaming mile
ahead. Blade quickened his stride, wanting to cover the distance as fast as possible. As always, he
found himself getting more and more keyed-up as the place and time of his trip into Dimension X
approached.

Beside him strode J, keeping pace with Blade in spite of his sixty-odd years. J had not always been a
deskbound spymaster. He had put in his years in the field, and done his field work with deadly
efficiency. Even today he never seemed entirely comfortable with sitting and watching younger men
set out under his orders to risk and sometimes lose their lives.

"You're sure you're feeling altogether fit?" he asked Blade.

"Perfectly, sir. Not an ache, not a twinge. I spent an hour in the sauna last night, and I honestly
couldn't be feeling better."

"That's good. Not that it would be easy to persuade Leighton to hold things off, unless you showed up
in a wheelchair."

"Oh, I doubt if the old boffin's that tough," said Blade with a grin. "I imagine a pair of crutches would
be enough to convince him."

"Quite possibly. But he'd probably ask for a doctor's certificate in that case."

"Three certificates, you mean, sir. And from different doctors."

"No doubt."

The two men's caustic wit at Lord Leighton's expense was only partly sincere. Much of the time the
scientist lived up to his reputation of having a computer where other people had a heart. At other times
it was obvious that he really cared about Blade as more than a prize guinea pig for his grandest
experiment.

"It's very good to hear you're feeling fit," J repeated. "I would feel rather bad of you had taken a
tumble carrying out one of my ideas."

"No need to worry on that score, sir," replied Blade. "It's only good sense to give me a refresher course
in modern commando and field-survival techniques. After all, there's no guarantee I won't land in a
technologically advanced Dimension again. I've done it several times already. If I do it again, I may
find myself part of a modern army rather than leading a sword-swinging horde. I might as well be able
to make myself valuable anywhere."

"True enough," said J. "But I have the feeling you find being the leader of the sword-swingers more,
eh, fun?"

Blade nodded. "I couldn't agree with you more, sir." It was sometimes uncanny how well the old man



 
understood him. But then part of J's skill at his work was sizing up people, and he had been watching
Blade for a fair number of years.

Now they were at the door to the main computer rooms. The last of the electronic sentinels scanning
the corridors of the complex and guarding its secrets gave them its invisible looking-over. A computer
registered their characteristics and matched them with data on people authorized to enter the complex.
It was a fairly sophisticated computer by most standards. But it was a helpless idiot compared to the
monster that filled the innermost chamber, Lord Leighton's private sanctuary.

The scientist himself was waiting to meet them as they entered the sanctuary. All around him the
chamber was gray-gray rock above, gray tile on the floor, the gray crackled finish of the towering
consoles of the huge computer. With his white hair, pale skin, and hunched body inside its dirty white
lab coat, Leighton looked like some weird creature accustomed to lurk in deep, lightless caves. But his
eyes were bright and his smile was surprisingly warm and open.

"Welcome, gentlemen, welcome. No rush this time-it's going to be slow and careful. If I thought we
could repeat the results of the last trip by rushing, I'd be more than happy to do so. But our best
psychiatrists think whatever caused Richard to return to Tharn was in his own mind. They'd rather like
some more time to try digging it out of him, sooner or later."

J raised an eyebrow. "I suppose you didn't think of postponing this trip while they did it?"

Lord Leighton looked as shocked as if he had just been accused of sacrificing virgins by the light of a
full moon. "And hold up the entire Project for someone's wild-goose chase? I hardly think that would
be reasonable."

J looked at Blade and Blade looked back at him. They were both thinking the same thing. Lord
Leighton was a fine one to talk, considering how often he had held up the Project, added thousands of
pounds to its budget, or actually endangered Blade's life and limb on his own wildgoose chases! But
there was no point in mentioning this now. Blade headed for the dressing booth carved into the rock
wall, while J went over and unfolded the spectator seat that Lord Leighton had installed for his
benefit.

Inside the booth Blade went through the usual routine of stripping and smearing himself with smelly
grease as protection against electrical burns from the computer. He had done this so often by now that
he could do it almost by reflex while his mind considered other matters.

Just now it was considering his last trip. After an incredible amount of effort and money wasted trying
to get a Controlled Return, Blade managed one quite by accident. He returned to a Dimension he had
previously visited. This was an enormously satisfying experience for him. The Dimension was Tharn.
Tharn, where his son ruled. Tharn, where he fought the murderous assaults of the Looters and
destroyed them. Tharn, where he was Mazda, the living god who had saved the People twice. It had
been the most surprising and the most satisfactory experience of his whole career in Project
Dimension X, and that was saying a good deal!

Could he do anything on his own to try for another Controlled Return? Was there something he could
have in his mind at the moment the computer gripped it, to produce one? Possibly. But even if he
could, would it be worth the risk? He decided not. Dimension X was still largely unknown. He had



 
visited perhaps twenty out of literally an infinite number of possible Dimensions. How he got to any
of them was still largely a mystery. Any human brain, his own included, was still almost as much a
mystery as Dimension X. So he would follow Lord Leighton's guidance, and play things straight and
simple this time. If he added his own element of unpredictability to all the normal problems, who
knew where he might end up?

Blade picked up the loincloth hung ready for him on a peg and knotted it about himself. That was one
hopelessly predictable element about his trips into Dimension X. The loincloth and anything else he
might put on would be a total waste of time. He would arrive naked as a newborn baby, as always.

He opened the door of the booth and stepped out into the chamber. J was already seated. Lord
Leighton stood by the main control panel, watching the dance of the lights on it. The "countdown" had
started.

He walked over to the chair that squatted in a glass booth, overshadowed by the looming masses of the
computer's consoles. He sat down and started breathing slowly and deeply. The rubber seat and back
of the chair were cold against his bare skin.

Lord Leighton went swiftly to work. Hundreds of wires in a dozen different colors led out of the
computer, each wire ending in an electrode shaped like a metal cobra's head. Now Leighton taped the
electrodes one by one to every part of Blade's body from scalp to toes. Ears, neck, arms, legs, chest,
shoulders-even his penis-seemed to be sprouting dozens of tiny snakes.

Finally the job was done. Through the jungle of wires Blade saw Lord Leighton step over to the
controls again and make a final visual check. The scientist didn't trust anybody or anything to function
without his personal supervision, not even his prize computer. Blade didn't mind that cautiousness at
all. He knew from much experience how thoroughly even the most sophisticated machine could tie
itself in knots without human care.

Everything seemed to check out. Leighton looked at Blade, an inquiring frown on his ugly face. Blade
deliberately looked at J first, grinned in farewell, then looked back at the scientist and nodded.
Leighton's hand rose, then came down on the red master switch and swept it down to the bottom of its
slot.

It seemed at first that the lighting in the chamber was flickering on and off. Then Blade realized that it
was not just the lighting. Everything around him-Lord Leighton and J, the computer, even the rock
walls-was flickering in and out of existence. As the world flickered, a highpitched drone began to fill
Blade's ears, like the buzzing of a swarm of gigantic bees flying around and around the chamber.

Gradually the droning grew louder, until his ears began to ache from it. His surroundings flickered on
and off faster and faster and began to change color. Lord Leighton turned gold, J turned bright glowing
red, the computer consoles turned silver with all the blinking lights on their faces turning blue, the
rock walls above and beyond turned dark green.

The droning grew still louder, until it seemed like a solid object being driven into Blade's ears to
rupture his eardrums and pierce his brain. The world around him began to soften around the edges,
then flow and slump downward like a stick of butter melting in a hot pan. As it flowed, it gave off
gurgling and rumbling noises that rose even above the droning. The noise around him was now so



 
terrible that Blade wanted to scream. His mouth was open, but he knew that he would never be able to
tell if any sound was coming out.

The world around him finished dissolving. All the colors broke up and flowed madly into one another
and around one another and over one another. It was like being in the middle of a gigantic whirlpool
trying to whirl in three or four directions at once. Blade saw streams of incandescent color flowing
through him, but felt nothing.

Still the droning went on. The world was all madly racing colors and terrible noise, more and more
furious each moment.

Then it was nothing at all but a blackness and a freezing, silent cold that Blade felt in the split-second
before he stopped feeling anything at all.



 Chapter 3

Blade popped into the new Dimension with his mind still filled with memories of the bone-chilling
cold in the blackness between Dimensions. He found himself shivering violently as he drifted up to
full consciousness.

He was lying on his stomach, on a hard, cold, rough surface. He could not see more than two feet in
front of his nose. In those two feet he saw rough gray bare rock, with a few pebbles here and there and
a small clump of sickly grass.

He shivered again, and realized that there was still a chilly wind blowing over his bare skin. As it
always did at this point, his head ached. But it ached much less than usual. Blade raised himself on his
hands and knees, scraping his skin on the rough stone. When the movement didn't make his head throb
or spin, he gathered his legs under him and shakily rose to his feet.

He was at the bottom of a small draw in rugged, broken country. All around him rose gray rocky hills,
seamed and scarred by millions of years of harsh weather, supporting a few stunted trees and a few
patches of grass. The air was chill but dry and crystal clear, and in the brilliant sunlight that poured
down from a flawless blue sky every detail of the landscape stood out dramatically.

One of those details was a column of brown smoke that rose into the sky from beyond the next hill. If
Blade had landed one valley farther over, he would have landed practically on top of whoever or
whatever was making the smoke.

Blade tested his muscles one by one, then did a few quick exercises to loosen up his whole superbly
trained and conditioned body.

He was not surprised to find that everything still worked as well as ever. He would have been
surprised to find that anything didn't. He knew as a matter of sober fact that he had not only an
athlete's body, but a warrior's. He also had a warrior's skills in armed and unarmed combat, with
weapons and techniques from Stone Age to modern. Without these skills, he would never have
survived any of his journeys into Dimension X. If he ever started losing them, he would not survive
many more journeys.

Knowing he was as ready as possible for anything he might have to face, Blade headed for the smoke.
He chose to climb the hill. That way he might be able to spy out the smokemakers from a high,
invisible perch before going down to greet them-or turning and putting as many miles as possible
between himself and them.

Blade soon found himself almost regretting the decision to climb. The slope of raw gray rock was
steeper than it looked, and much rougher. Over long stretches he could not even walk upright, but had
to haul himself upward from handhold to handhold.

In one place the only way up was a crack in an almost vertical slab of crumbling rock. Blade inched
his way up the crack, feet braced against one side and back against the other. He mentally blessed his
experience climbing in the Alps, hoped the crumbling rock would not crumble at the wrong time and
place, and winced as jagged points and sharp edges scraped and gouged his bare skin.



 
Nothing happened until he was just clear of the crack. Then with a rumble and a crashing roar several
tons of rock peeled away from one side of the crack, plunged downward, and spilled out on the slope
below. Boulders and slabs larger than Blade went sliding and rolling away down the hill, with more
rumbles and crashes that echoed around the empty valley like an artillery barrage. Blade winced, less
now at the pain of his scrapes and gouges than at the noise of the rockfall. Anybody within five miles
could hear it, unless they were stone deaf. Anybody who took the rockfall as the sign of an
approaching enemy would be alert and waiting. But Blade was no more inclined to turn back than he
had ever been. One of these days, he suspected, this habit of pushing on would turn out to be his last
mistake. In the meantime it helped him get into things a lot faster and find out a lot more. As secret
agent or explorer, finding out what was going on had always been the heart of his job.

He continued his climb and reached the ridge in a few minutes. Near the top he dropped on hands and
knees and crawled the rest of the way: Peering down between two boulders, he scanned the slope and
valley below.

Two hundred feet below him, a dozen men sat around a small fire. Two gaunt and swaybacked horses
were tethered to stakes driven into the ground just beyond the fire. Beyond the horses a naked, filthy,
human figure crouched, also tied by the ankle to a stake. It was so gaunt and dirt-blackened that Blade
could not tell whether it was a man or a woman.

He turned his attention back to the dozen men around the fire. They were not much cleaner than their
prisoner, and their hair was just as long. All wore beards and all wore fur tunics and baggy leather
boots and breeches. All wore long knives, and several had short swords in battered sheaths hanging
from bleached leather belts. They were alternately spooning something out of a large communal brass
pot and gnawing meat off the bones of several small animals.

Apart from the knives and swords, none of the men were wearing any weapons. But each seemed to
have a good set piled ready to hand behind him. Blade couldn't tell exactly what was in each pile. But
it looked as if these people were well able to take care of themselves, and if not exactly looking for
trouble, well able to handle it if it came to them.

Blade made sure that the damage he had taken climbing up the hill hadn't slowed him down. Then he
scrambled to his feet, stepped out into full view of the men below, and held out both arms, hands
spread out in the standard gesture of peace.

It took a moment for the barbarians to notice the new addition to the skyline. When they did, they
reacted as fast as Blade had expected, and more skillfully. They all snatched up weapons and shields
and clapped helmets on their shaggy heads. Two ran to the horses and untethered them. One ran to the
slave and tied his hands. Three snatched up bows and ran for the nearest cover, a patch of boulders
around two stunted trees farther down the valley. They vanished behind the boulders. A man wearing
greaves and a rusty breastplate stood by the campfire, shouting orders at the others.

Blade waited until he was sure everybody was looking at him and reasonably sure that none of the
archers were simply going to shoot him down. Then he started down the hill, lowering his arms but
keeping his hands spread out well in front of him.

As he came down the slope he had to watch carefully for places where he could be sure of his footing.
If he had to scramble down on all fours, he would be a helpless target for the archers. If he tried too



 
steep a piece on foot and tumbled down the hill, he would certainly destroy his dignity and possibly
also break a few bones. The rocks on the way down looked just as hard as the ones he had met on the
way up.

Eventually the last steep piece was above him and he strode forward down on to the valley floor. As he
did so he was relieved to see the archers rise from cover and sling their bows at an order from the
leader. Apparently the leader no longer thought Blade might have to be shot down on a second's
notice. More important, he could give orders and get obedience from his men.

Blade approached the men with long swinging strides. By now they could see he was naked and
unarmed. When he was twenty feet from the campfire the leader stepped forward, drew his sword, and
held it out across his body.

"Stop there, man. Who are you?"

Blade decided to start with at least part of the truth and play it by ear from there.

"My name is Blade. Who are you?"

"You do not have to know that, man. But we must know what you are doing in the land of the Scadori."

"I have traveled here from a far land."

"Have you had an accident here in our mountains? They do not like stupid strangers, that is true."

Blade had to guess at the proper answer to that question. "No, I have had no accident."

The man snorted. "I think then you lie. A naked man cannot travel far in these mountains of ours. He
would die quickly when the Watcher of the Day turns away from the land. I think perhaps you are of
the Karani. Or will you try to tell me that you fell from the sky?"

Blade was half-tempted to agree with the second idea and try to persuade this leader that he was a
messenger from whatever gods the Scadori worshipped. But he didn't know whether the Scadori
listened reverently to such messengers or sacrificed them on the spot. He was quite sure he should not
admit to being one of the Karani. The leader's tone of voice had made it quite clear, that they were
mortal enemies of the Scadori.

"I am not of the Karani."

The leader's eyes widened. His mouth also widened, exposing a large number of filthy teeth. He threw
his head back until Blade thought the man's helmet would slip off, and roared with laughter. When he
stopped laughing his eyes returned to Blade.

"You say I lie, then?" The harsh challenge in the voice was unmistakable. So was the smug triumph.

Blade swore mentally. Apparently he had said the wrong thing. Now this hairy clown was going to
claim that he had been offended and entertain his followers by either butchering Blade or humiliating
him hopelessly. Damn!



 
But there was no way back that wasn't a good deal more dangerous than going on. Barbarians like
these people respected bravado, flaunted courage, and the skills of a warrior. Blade decided he would
do his best to please them, and throw in a few surprises for good measure.

Blade threw back his own head and crossed his arms on his massive chest as he in turn roared with
laughter. The leader's eyes widened again, this time in surprise. He obviously hadn't expected this.

"Yes, I say that you lie," said Blade. "Not only do you lie, but a great deal of stinking breath comes out
of that great flapping mouth of yours when you do. I do not like smelling your stink." If he was going
to have to fight this man, he might as well make him blind with rage first.

The other man's mouth opened again and stayed open. Then he closed it with a snap and said in a
growling voice, "I had thought to kill you quickly. But now by the Watchers you will see your
manhood burn in our fire before your eyes close."

Blade grinned. "First see if you can kill me at all before you waste any more of the breath you may
need for saying your prayers."

The leader sputtered like a boiling pot for a moment, too furious to speak at all. Then he turned his
back on Blade with a snarl, and motioned to one of his followers. Blade raised a hand.

"Hold! There is no need to give me any sort of weapon. I will face you as I am and kill you with only
these." He turned in a complete circle to remind everybody that he was naked and unarmed. He held
out his massive hands in front of him as he did so.

That line stopped things dead. The leader spun around and stared at Blade as if he had just turned into
a monster.

"You are mad."

Blade shook his head. "I am not mad. Warriors in my homeland can fight with their bare hands, as
well as their swords-or their mouths. What is your problem, my friend? Are you afraid to face a man
who fights only with his hands just because you are too stupid to understand how this may be done?"

The leader let out another squall of rage. Blade saw barely concealed smiles on the faces of several of
the other warriors. That made it almost certain that the leader would decide to fight on Blade's terms.
Otherwise he would lose too much reputation in the eyes of his followers.

"Come, my friend. Say your prayers to the Watchers and anything else you want to pray to, and let us
fight. I grow impatient. And what is your name, by the way? I would know the name of the man I am
about to kill, so that my women may weave it into my war-song and my sons and bards sing it over my
grave barrow when my time comes."

The leader hesitated. Blade clapped his hands together angrily, as though summoning a slow waiter at
a restaurant. "Come! You may fear that I will use your true name against you. But that is a foolish
fear. What can I do to you after I have killed you?"

The leader grunted a reluctant assent. "You will not be singing anything about anybody after this fight
because you will have no tongue to sing with. I will cut it out with a dull knife after you can no longer



 
stop me." His voice no longer had its self-confident ring. He sounded like a man trying to conceal
from both his followers and himself that he was afraid. He was not afraid of Blade as a warrior, but as
something unknown.

"My name is Urgo."

"Very good, Urgo. Now-what keeps an armed man from striking down one who stands before him
naked as a babe and armed only with his two hands?"

"Have you said your prayers, Blade?" asked Urgo.

"The warriors of my people say all our prayers before departing from our land on long and dangerous
journeys among strangers. That way they do not have to wait when there is a fight at hand, and no one
wonders if they are afraid to fight." He stared hard at Urgo.

"Yes, Urgo," said one of the archers, who had now joined the circle around the campfire. "Why not
fight this man now? He is willing, and it is time."

"Fight, Urgo, fight!" shouted several more, drawing their swords and waving them. "Fight him now,
Urgo! He will fight you."

Urgo turned and glared at his followers. The blazing fury in his glare should have burnt them all to
cinders on the spot. Blade knew that he had divided Urgo from his followers. They were beginning to
doubt his courage and even question it to his face. Urgo would fight his battle alone.

Then Urgo nodded. "I fight." He picked up a rectangular shield and a straight short sword like a
Roman soldier's. If Urgo knew how to use the short sword for thrusting, he could always keep it out in
front of himself and always ready to strike. Meanwhile the shield would cover most of his body that
was not behind the point of the sword.

Urgo moved out toward Blade, and Blade dropped into a fighting stance and waited. Seen close up,
Urgo looked enormous-as tall as Blade, broader, and layered with muscle under the filthy and battle-
scarred skin. If this man had half a brain in his shaggy head, he would be a formidable opponent.

Urgo's first attack was a straight-in rush, sword stabbing out in front of him. Blade was able to side-
step it, but not easily. Before he had turned completely around, Urgo was coming in again. The man
was fast on his feet, and too large and strong for the armor to slow him down at all. Blade swung aside
from this rush, too, but heard disapproving murmurs from the other warriors. Obviously he would
have to stand up to Urgo and fight him at close range. Otherwise he would lose much of the reputation
he had gained among these warriors with his bold challenge and Urgo's reluctance to fight.

So the next time Urgo came in, Blade stood his ground. One hand clamped down on Urgo's sword-arm
while the other tried to hook around the shield for a chop at the shield arm. Simultaneously Blade
drove his knee up at Urgo's groin.

But there was too much of the shield and Urgo knew how to use it. He smashed it downward into
Blade's knee, sending an agonizing shock up and down Blade's leg. Before Blade could recover, Urgo
swung the shield sideways against the arm reaching around it. Blade thought his arm was going to



 
break off at the elbow. Then Urgo jerked his sword-arm out of Blade's grip, nearly slashing Blade's
other arm in the process. Blade took one tremendous leap backward to open the distance. The two
fighters faced each other, more warily than before.

Urgo was fast, he was smart, and he was much too strong for Blade to overpower him by sheer muscle.
This was not going to be easy, Blade realized. It might even be fatal for him, rather than Urgo.

Several more close grapples confirmed Blade's judgment of his opponent. He picked up nothing worse
than scrapes and aches and bruises, not even enough to slow him down. But he did no harm at all to
Urgo. The barbarian warrior was now dripping with sweat and stank even worse than before. But he
was barely breathing hard, and his shield and sword moved as fast as ever.

Obviously that shield-sword combination gave Urgo a nearly solid defense. Blade would have to get
around it or break it down. He wasn't fast enough to do the first. He knew that by now. But what about
the second?

Blade closed in, then pivoted on one foot and whipped the other foot around in a full-power wheel
kick. A size-twelve foot with all of Blade's solid two hundred and ten pounds behind it smashed into
the center of Urgo's shield. There was a crash as if it had been hit by a heavy rock; and Urgo staggered
back several feet before he could fully recover his balance. Before he could advance again, Blade
backed away until he was just out of range, then came in again.

Crash! Another direct hit on the center of the shield. This time Urgo was braced for the blow, but it
still jarred him from head to foot. Again; he could not strike back in time.

The third time Blade came in, he aimed his kick low. Urgo flinched as he saw Blade's foot coming like
a guided missile straight for his groin. The shield snapped downward. Blade's timing was perfect. His
foot crashed into the lower edge of the shield, driving the metal-sheathed edge back hard against
Urgo's bare thigh and twisting the shield straps around the man's arm. Urgo winced, then stared wide-
eyed as Blade once more backed away.

The fourth time Blade came in, Urgo did just exactly what he was supposed to do. Urgo crouched
down behind his shield, resting the lower edge on the ground. He thought he'd be completely protected
that way. He held his sword ready to thrust up at Blade, but it was a position where he could not easily
move out to attack. Blade had won himself the chance to get close in and live, if he moved fast
enough.

He was even more of a blur than before as he moved in, foot shooting forward. It crashed into the
upper edge of the shield and drove it back with a thud against Urgo's forehead. It struck below the rim
of the helmet, and for a moment Urgo was half-dazed.

That moment was all Blade needed. He swung down out of the wheel kick and came in low, striking
under the shield as Urgo raised it by reflex. Again he clamped down with his left hand on Urgo's
sword arm, this time precisely squeezing the wrist nerves. With his right hand he grasped the bottom
edge of the shield and heaved upward. Urgo's half-numb arm rose with the shield and he tottered back,
nearly losing his balance.

Blade struck again. He hooked his right foot around Urgo's left leg, pulling the man forward below and



 
pushing him backward above. Urgo lost his balance completely and went over backward with a crash.
His head smashed into the rocky ground so hard that not even his helmet saved him. Half-stunned, he
stared blankly upward at Blade as the Englishman stamped down with one foot on his sword-arm.
Bone cracked, the hand opened limply, and the sword clattered to the ground. Then Blade's foot came
in one final time, smashing full-force into Urgo's chin. The blow sent the man sliding several feet
along the ground. Larynx shattered, spine snapped, he was dead before he stopped sliding.

Blade stood up and stared around the circle of warriors. They stared back. Several looked too stunned
to show any emotion at all. One or two were frowning. But at least half had open smiles or grins on
their bearded faces.

Blade decided it was time for a small speech. He pointed down at the body. "Urgo is dead. His name
will go into my war-song as a mighty and worthy opponent, for as you all saw he fought strongly and
well. Let no one say anything against his courage in my hearing, or I shall send him to join Urgo. Had
he been taught the fighting ways of my people, I could not have beaten him, for he would have learned
them well. Let him be remembered with honor."

This diplomacy straightened out the frowns and woke the stunned out of their trances. One of the
warriors who had been smiling stepped forward, both hands held out with fingers spread.

"Blade, I think you are too kind to Urgo. He was indeed a strong fighter, but he thought he was even
stronger than he was. With such warriors, long life is often just good fortune. His good fortune ran out
when he met you."

He knelt and began unfastening Urgo's armor. "Blade, I am Chudo. I now lead this band of the Scadori.
But it is my right to give the leadership and the leader's sword to you if you consent, for you have
slain Urgo. Do you wish it?"

"You do not think that I might perhaps be of the Karani?"

"If you are of the Karani, Blade, then I, Chudo, am a little hopping mouse hiding among the rocks. Do
I look like one?" Blade shook his head. "Then you are not of the Karani. But you may lead among the
Scadori, if you wish."

"I do so wish." Blade took Urgo's sword and waved it three times around his head. The other warriors
began to shout and cheer raucously.



 Chapter 4

Blade discovered within a few hours that even a position of leadership among the Scadori was no bed
of roses. Or if there were roses, they had very long thorns.

There was the ceremonial cup of beer that Chudo offered Blade. At least it tasted more like beer than
anything else, although Blade was happy that he didn't know what really went into making it. He
wouldn't have used the stuff to scrub any self-respecting floor. But he not only drank it, he was able to
keep it down.

There was putting on the late and unlamented Urgo's armor and clothing. It was fortunate that Urgo
had been an exceptionally large and beefy man. Blade was six feet one, weighed two hundred and ten
pounds, and in a good many Dimensions had trouble finding clothing that didn't burst at the seams
when he tried to put it on. But the armor was rusty and badly cared for, and as for the clothes, it had
obviously been a long time since they were washed. They held enough dirt to stand up by themselves
and almost enough assorted crawling things to walk away by themselves. They also stank beyond
belief. In fact, the stink of the clothing surrounded Blade so thoroughly that he stopped noticing the
smell of his new comrades. None of them seemed to have washed for a long time, either.

The porridge and the bits of roast meat they offered him for his meal weren't so bad. At least he could
honestly say that he had eaten worse, although not much and not very often.

Blade decided he was going to find out as soon as possible who and what were the Karani-and where.
Obviously they were one of the other peoples in this Dimension, but what else? If they were another
tribe of barbarians like the Scadori, this was going to be a dull and dreary trip to Dimension X and a
total waste of time as far as finding out anything or bringing anything back. But if the Karani were
civilized, he was going to head for their territory as soon as he had a chance and move as fast as he
could cover ground. If the Karani were close enough to fight with the Scadori, they were close enough
for him to reach them sooner or later.

By the time he went to bed, Blade was even more determined to leave the Scadori if he got half a
chance. Chudo offered him the crowning honor of the day-a chance to have the band's woman with
him all night. Seen close-up, the slave was unmistakably female, although filthy, stringy-haired, and
showing the signs of years of hunger and a good many beatings. Her dirt-encrusted back and buttocks
were practically criss-crossed with scars, some only just healed.

"Who was she?" Blade asked. He tried to keep his voice casual, to match the contempt Chudo showed
for the woman.

"Oh, nothing special. Just a Karani woman we took on a raid among their farms. To have a Karani
woman for a band is rare now. The last Emperor kept a good watch on his people, may the Watchers
shrivel him! But the new one is only a boy, they say. Perhaps we shall see things change for the
better."

Blade shook his head. "I cannot take a woman now. It is my people's way that after we have killed we
must lie apart from women for a full day and night. I would be cursed if I took the woman now."



 
Chudo nodded. "Your ways are strange, but if they produce such warriors as you are, they cannot be
bad ways. But you will be apart from women for some time, I think. We have-" he broke off to count
on his fingers "-seven days of walking before we come to our homes."

"I am a warrior," replied Blade. "I am used to going without many things for long times, even
women."

One of the other warriors laughed harshly at that. "Has a eunuch come among us, perhaps?" Blade
turned to glare at the man, raising both fists, and Chudo drew his sword. The man swallowed and
turned away.

"So be it," said Chudo. "Then I shall take the woman first tonight, as is my right as leader next to you."

"Go ahead," said Blade.

Chudo did go ahead, vigorously. Blade heard his grunts and groans and the woman's whimpers and
occasional screams of pain for quite a while. Eventually Chudo wore himself out and Blade was able
to go to sleep. As he fell asleep he knew that he had learned a few useful things. The Karani were at
least civilized enough to have a ruler who called himself an Emperor. But they were also such deadly
enemies of the Scadori that if a Karani woman fell into Scadori hands she was treated worse than an
animal. That meant a hatred between the two peoples that went very deep. That in turn meant that
Blade would have to be very careful in asking about the Karani, and even more careful when the time
came to escape to them.

Over the next few days Blade easily learned much of what he needed to know about the peoples of this
Dimension. He simply kept his mouth shut and his ears open as the band of Scadori warriors tramped
steadily across the rugged southern uplands of their home territory. Whatever one might say about
their manners and habits, the warriors of Scador could certainly cover ground. They marched thirty
miles a day and more. Fortunately Blade had held his own with the warriors of Zunga, who could cross
fifty miles of their native plains in a single day.

The Scadori were a loose alliance of more or less independent tribes and clans scattered over an area
at least as large as England. It was poor, barren, rugged land for the most part, like the land they were
marching over or only a little better. Sometimes there was enough food and kind weather, often there
were famine and storms. Since there had been people in Scador, those people had looked enviously at
the lowlands to the southwest.

But in those lowlands lived the Karani. Not necessarily the High Karani, who lived in the golden city
of Karanopolis beside the Great Water, so far away that a man could walk for a month before its
shining towers came in sight. But people of the same blood, undeniably. If the Scadori raided down
into the lowlands, the High Karani sooner or later marched out against them.

Then there was war, and a terrible one, for neither side showed any mercy at all. Almost invariably the
Karani won, sooner or later. They had not only a sturdy infantry, but horsemen who could fight
equally well on horseback or on foot, with bow, sword, or lance. The Scadori called the Emperor's
elite fighting men the Riders of Death.

The Karani were civilized and formidable as well. But they were not invincible. They could make



 
mistakes, they could be overwhelmed by sheer weight of numbers. As the raids and wars went on over
the centuries, the Scadori gained skill in fast marching, laying ambushes, deadly close-in fighting.
They captured Karani weapons and copied them, passing them on with the new war skills from father
to son. Some day the Scadori would be able to march out as a people, many thousands of them. They
would march against the Karani, and then even the Riders of Death would give way before them.

"In the meantime," said Chudo, "the wars and raids must go on, whether we lose or win. If we do not
go out and fight, our warriors will lose their courage and our sons will have no examples to follow."

As Chudo promised, they marched for six days. From the position of the sun Blade could tell that they
were heading roughly northwest. The land also slowly but surely rose under them. Each night the stars
shone more clearly from the sky, and a colder wind blew across the sleeping warriors and made the
horses whinny plaintively. The Scadori seemed completely indifferent to the cold.

On the morning of the seventh day they climbed through a final pass and came out on a high plateau.
A few miles farther on was a small lake, and everyone stripped and plunged into the icy water. Blade
managed to keep his teeth from chattering loudly enough to be heard, and enjoyed feeling at least
some of the dirt wash away from his skin. After refilling their water bags, they ate a quick meal of
cold dried meat and the march began again. The sun passed overhead and began to slide down toward
a distant flat horizon. As the western sky began to turn red, Blade saw a conical shape rising from the
plain against the redness. Its top and sides were studded with humps and blocks.

"Ukush," said Chudo briefly.

"Your home?"

"Yes." He turned to the warriors behind them. "Take the heavy things from the horses. The Blade and I
will enter Ukush riding. Let whoever has a pipe play a death-tune for Urgo, for we must give his spirit
what it deserves." He winked at Blade as he said this.

Blade slowly and carefully mounted the horse Chudo offered him. The horse was not skittish or
hostile, fortunately. It had been starved into apathy and was so gaunt that Blade was more worried
about its collapsing under his weight. It had obviously been a fine gray once, small but extremely
sturdy and with a high proud head, probably a mount of one of the Riders of Death. Now Blade was
glad he did not have to ride it more than a few miles or faster than the gentlest of trots.

Chudo also mounted up and two of the warriors pulled out short pipes and began playing a tune that
was either improvised or something they knew very badly and played even worse. Blade gently urged
his horse into motion and the little procession of returning warriors tramped out across the plain
toward Ukush.

They began to see herds of gaunt piebald cattle. The herders and guards waved to them as they passed.
Beyond the cattle were fields, the rocky soil dark and bare now, surrounded by walls of loose stones
piled just high enough to discourage the half-starved cattle. Under the darkening sky, with the bloody
glow in the west, it was a grim, dreary sight.

As they moved closer to Ukush, Blade saw thin trails of smoke smudging the sky above the town as
small fires tried to make headway against the chill winds. Dung fires, no doubt, or perhaps peat if the



 
Scadori were lucky. Blade hadn't seen a tree since they reached the plateau, and damned few in the
hills below the pass!

Around the base of Ukush's hill rose another wall, this one of earth mounded ten feet high and covered
on the outer face with stones. They passed through a gap in the wall flanked with massive boulders
perched on top of the wall to either side.

"When another tribe fights us we bring the cattle and the people inside the walls. Then strong men
push the big rocks down into the open space. No one can get in easily as long as our warriors stand on
the walls with weapons in their hands."

"Are such wars common?"

"You would like to fight, Blade?"

"I am a warrior. It is my way of life to have enemies and fight them."

"Good. But we in Scador do not fight much among ourselves now. I think you will be among us many
years before you help defend the walls of Ukush against other Scadori."

"But it will not be long before I fight the Karani, I hope?" Blade did his best to seem eager almost to
the point of being bloodthirsty.

"You want to fight beside us, do you?"

"You have taken me in among you when you might have thought I killed Urgo by trickery and sent my
spirit to join his."

"It is so. Then you will share in the next battle with the Karani, and all the battles with them after that
until there are no more to fight."

"Or until I die," put in Blade. "No warrior can be certain that will not happen."

"No," said Chudo. He grinned. "But I do not think it will happen to you. I think you will fight the
Karani and kill so many that in three years you will have five Karani women all to yourself. And you
will also have Tera."

"Who is Tera?"

"She is Urgo's woman. She is seventeen, and so beautiful that I think the light of the Watcher of the
Day Sky must be in her. But she bore Urgo no children, and has a stronger spirit than is right in a
woman. So he had to beat her often, and it twisted her spirit. Beware of her, for all her beauty. She
might try to stick your own sword in your guts some night if you are not careful."

"Thank you for the warning," said Blade. He was about to add, "I will start off by not beating her for a
while, to see if that untwists her spirit." Then he realized that Chudo would hardly understand the idea.
He might not think Blade a coward, too weak to treat a woman as she deserved. But he might think
that the new warrior who had come among the Scadori was a madman, and say so. That could cause
talk, which Blade did not need. Anything that could make him a suspicious character would make it



 
harder for him to slip quietly off toward the lowlands and the Karani.

The lower slopes of the hill inside the wall were empty, the earth trampled bare and hard in many
places. Above it was a ring of shops. Smoke and clanging sounds rose from what was obviously a
forge. Farther around the circle was a butcher's shop, with a horrible pile of bones and entrails beside
it. Blade was glad that the weather was cold and the wind blowing from him toward the pile. He hoped
he could get out of Ukush before hot weather came, and with it a host of frightful smells.

Part of the ring of shops was given over to stables. Like all the other buildings they were built of
stones and turf, thickwalled, low, with roofs of hides sewn together and stretched over frames of bone.
As Blade dismounted, a warrior nearly as large as Urgo stepped out from between two stables. He
wore only leather breeches and a knife at his waist, and the hair of his beard and his massive chest was
gray.

"Where is Urgo?"

Chudo pointed at Blade. "We found this warrior named Blade from a distant land traveling in the hills
to the south. Urgo said too much, as usual. He thought the warrior Blade would be easy and pleasant to
kill because he was naked and unarmed. But Blade fought Urgo naked with only his hands, and killed
him. Now he leads our band. His customs are strange, but he is a mighty warrior, so they must not be
bad customs."

The gray-haired warrior's broad face split apart in an even broader smile. He stepped forward and
threw both arms around Blade, pulling him against his barrel chest until Blade felt that his own ribs
would crack. "That great maker of loud noises is dead! Praise to the Watchers! Now perhaps my
daughter will no longer be called barren, to the shame of my family. It cannot be that she was barren.
It must have been that Urgo could not do what a man does, and threw the shame down on her like a
rock from a high place. But now he is dead, dead, dead!"

Blade didn't follow this, but the man's bear hug had squeezed all the breath out of him. The man
noticed Blade's confusion.

"Ah, Blade, I see you do not know. Tera, the woman who was Urgo's and will now be yours, is my
daughter. My name is Degar."

They clasped right hands and placed their left hands on the hilts of each other's weapons. In Scador
that was the gesture of greeting between men who were not only friendly toward each other, but did
not expect to ever become enemies.

Degar said, "It is good that Urgo is slain, for now my daughter will go to a man who will see that she
bears a child and takes away the shame from my house."

Chudo said farewell to Blade and promised to come to his house tomorrow to tell him more of what he
must know to be a warrior of Scador. Then he turned back to the rest of the band, while Degar led
Blade through the alley between the stables and up into the streets of Ukush. The streets were hardly
wider than the alley and nearly as dark and smelly. Only occasional dim flickers of light crept around
the hides drawn across the low doors of the huts and houses, to fall on the worn and age-blackened
stones underfoot. Blade heard drunken singing, children crying, the sound of someone being violently



 
sick. Above everything rose the continuous faint moan of the chill wind. Blade realized that in winter
Ukush must be a grim stony hell of shrieking wind and snow flying like shotgun pellets.

Degar stopped before a house with red checker patterns painted on stones on either side of the
doorway and a white diamond painted on the bleached and cracking hide of the door itself. "This is the
house of Urgo." He drew his knife and rapped smartly on one of the stones by the doorway with the
hilt. "Ho, in the house of Urgo! I bring the new master, the warrior Blade, who has slain Urgo and will
claim his rights on this house and all in it."

A flurry of low muttering voices, a flurry of scuttling feet, and the hide door was pulled aside. An old
woman peered out, one eye in her thin brown face filmed over with white, the other dark and piercing.
"Enter, Degar, and enter, Blade, that we may do you honor in this that is now your house. What is your
wish?" She seemed quite unsurprised at the turn of events. No doubt she had been passed from one
master to another half a dozen times in her life.

Blade drew himself up to his full height to make a proper entrance, then noticed that the doorway was
barely five feet high. So he bowed head and shoulders with as much dignity as he could manage, and
led Degar into the house.

Inside, the ceiling was no higher than the doorway. The bones and bits of wood that held the hide taut,
the hide itself, the stone walls-all were black with years or even centuries of soot. The air was chill,
heavy with the smells of smoke and grease and filth, as though it had crept into the house many years
ago and been there unchanged ever since. But at least it was warmer here, thanks to a small fire
burning in a circle of stones in the center of the main room. The smoke of the fire was supposed to rise
up through a small hole in the roof. Some of it actually did. The rest of it filled the house, eddying to
and fro.

For the first time in many hours Blade could no longer hear the endless whine of the wind. That alone
was enough to make him feel that the house was almost luxurious.

The old woman led Blade to a seat by the fire. The seat was a large flat rock with layers of hides piled
over it. Blade sat down, while Degar crossed the room to an even lower door set in the far wall.

"Tera! Come forth to meet your new master! Come forth to see he whose will shall be over yours from
this night on!" There was a stirring in the darkness beyond the door, a small squeal of pain or surprise,
and Degar reappeared, dragging a young woman.

Very young, in fact. But then Blade remembered that seventeen was very young only by Home
Dimension standards. Here in Scador she had doubtless been considered a grown woman at fourteen.
She would be old at forty, if she was still alive.

But now she was seventeen, and as Blade looked at her his eyes widened. Tera was beautiful. More
beautiful than he had expected, almost more beautiful than he could believe in someone from this
barbaric people living in their harsh, chill land. She was barely five feet tall and exquisitely formed.
Huge dark eyes stared out at him from a face that missed being perfect only through the square lines
of its jaw, and a great mass of dark brown hair poured down her back and over her-shoulders. It was
matted and filthy, and right now her father had a firm grip on it. But Blade could not help imagining
how that hair might look, clean and flowing. Or how the rest of Tera might look, stripped of the



 
shapeless garment of hides that concealed her from neck to ankles and left bare only face, feet, and
slim arms.

Degar released his daughter and made a sharp gesture with one hand. She nodded submissively,
reached down to the hem of the garment, and pulled it over her head. Her nude body kept the promise
of the rest of her, with small perfect breasts, slim waist, beautifully molded legs. Blade felt desire
rising in him more quickly than it had for any woman in years.

"Is she not pleasing, Blade?"

"She is very pleasing, Degar." The sincere enthusiasm in his voice made the warrior smile.

"She is small, and she has Nessiri blood in her through her mother. But is she not, in spite of that,
formed to bear the sons of warriors?" The Nessiri were a people living to the south of Scador and east
of Karan, a people of hunters and fishermen who fought both Scadori and Karani.

"She is." As Blade spoke, Tera did a quick twirl on her small feet, showing herself off with a smile of
pride on her face. She obviously knew just how desirable a man should find her.

"Can you believe that it is her fault that shame has come on my house because she has borne no sons?
Can you believe that it was not the fault of Urgo, unable to do what a man should do?"

"Urgo indeed must have been as weak in his manhood as in his head," said Blade. He looked Tera up
and down, letting his face show all the appreciation and desire he felt. Her smile broadened. "A
warrior of my people must fast and keep vigil after battle, before he can take a woman. This I have not
done on the journey here. When I have done that, Tera will find that my manhood is as strong as my
arms." He flexed his arm and shoulder muscles. It would have been even more dramatic if he had been
able to show a full erection, but he hadn't quite reached that point yeti

Tera's smile faded, and Degar frowned. "You speak the truth in this? It is the way of your warriors?"

Blade hardened his own voice and expression. "It is so. I am not as Urgo. There will be unhappiness
between us, Degar, if you again doubt what I say."

Blade did not want to start his life in Ukush by a quarrel with Degar. But among these people he
doubted if he could let anyone call him a liar without losing reputation. He hoped his choice of words
had struck the right balance.

Apparently it had. Degar shrugged his massive shoulders, then turned to his daughter. "There will be a
time yet, girl, or this Blade shall tell me why." His face softened for a moment as he gazed at his
daughter. Then he turned and strode out without another word.

Tera stood, still naked and looking down at the floor. "Shall I cover myself, Blade?" she said softly.

Blade laughed. "You shall not, Tera. Why should you cover yourself just before I take you?"

Tera's mouth dropped open and she clapped both hands to her breasts with a little gasp. When she
could speak, she could only stammer, "But-but the laws-your people-"



 
"There are things no laws of any people can make a man do when he has his manhood," said Blade
with a grin. "One of them is not to reach out for a woman such as you are, and do with her all that he
can for as long as he can." Tera giggled in delight and anticipation. Blade turned to the old woman.

"You shall keep silent on all that passes tonight. Or you will not have a tooth in your head tomorrow
morning. Do you understand?"

"Yes, master." The woman bowed so deeply that her forehead nearly touched the floor.

"Good." Blade stepped forward and scooped Tera up in his arms. She was as light as he had expected.
He carried her through the inner door into a tiny sleeping room, then laid her down on the furs that
gave the floor a little softness. She lay back, hair making a fan around her head, legs spread nearly as
wide, wearing nothing but a smile that seemed to light up the whole gloomy chamber. Blade felt
desire rising in him again as he began stripping off his clothes. Tera's eyes widened at the sight of his
erect maleness. But the smile never left her face, and her hips began to move slowly, with an almost
liquid motion.

Then Blade lay down and surged into her. She was snug, but warm and wet and totally receptive and
welcoming. He began thrusting, and she began moving faster. Slim arms came up to wrap around his
neck; the superbly molded legs rose to clamp around his hips with more strength than he thought they
had in them. Her teeth tightened painfully on his left ear. But he barely felt the pain in the rising joy
and delight he felt as he moved inside Tera and she moved around him. He felt nothing except this
woman and what was happening between them.

Her breathing came faster, and he felt the hard little points of rigid nipples against his chest. He
pressed down on her harder, not worrying that she might be fragile, not thinking of anything except
doing all that this woman would let him do. Could he last that long? He sensed that this woman might
be more than his match. There were years and years of pent-up desire in Tera, and she would be
spending it all on him, here and now.

Yet in the end it was Tera who first cried out, shrilly and wildly, who first twisted and writhed still
more wildly under Blade's thrusts, who locked her legs still more tightly about him and tossed her
head about until her hair flowed over Blade's head. Then she was sobbing and whimpering as her
spasm passed. A second came, and with that Blade reached his own climax and writhed and heaved as
he groaned and poured himself into her.

Eventually they found the strength to untangle themselves. Blade became aware that it was chilly in
the little chamber, and pulled some of the piled furs over them. The furs stank and probably swarmed
with vermin, but he hardly cared about that now. Certainly he did not care about that one-tenth as
much as he cared about Tera. She was indeed a woman and an unusual one, with more to know in her
and find out about her than many Home Dimension women twice her age. Blade did not know if he
loved her or indeed would ever love her. But he knew even now that he cared very much what
happened to her.
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